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Abstract. Through voice data analysis, this research presents a novel
deep-learning approach to predict customer age ranges in telesales. Uti-
lizing the rich dataset from Mozilla’s ’Common Voice’ project, the study
focuses on extracting vocal features using Librosa and building a model
with TensorFlow and Keras. Based on LSTM layers, the model is trained
to recognize patterns correlating vocal attributes with customer age.
The research demonstrates the model’s efficiency through various per-
formance metrics, aiming to enhance customer service personalization
in telesales. This research presents a novel deep-learning approach to
predict customer age ranges in telesales, utilizing the rich dataset from
Mozilla’s ’Common Voice’ project. By extracting vocal features using Li-
brosa and building a model with TensorFlow and Keras, this study shows
that LSTM layers can effectively recognize vocal attributes correlating
with customer age. The results, demonstrating a validation accuracy of
54.25%, underline the potential for enhancing personalized customer ser-
vice through voice data analytics. This methodological innovation rep-
resents a significant step toward practical applications in customer rela-
tionship management with advanced machine learning techniques.
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1 Introduction

Telesales, a critical interface in customer relations, stands to benefit significantly
from advancements [10] in personalized service delivery. Traditional demographic
gathering methods often lack precision and can be intrusive. In response, this
study employs advanced deep learning techniques for non-intrusive and accu-
rate age prediction from voice data, a method crucial for enhancing customer
interaction in telesales. The research focuses on utilizing RNNs and LSTMs for
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natural language processing, tapping into the potential of these technologies to
process complex vocal features [4].

This research explores the potential of deep learning to extract meaningful
insights from voice data, a rich source of both explicit and implicit information.
By analyzing key acoustic features like tone, pitch, and speech rate, the model
aims to predict the speaker’s age group accurately. The practical application
of this research is poised to revolutionize the telesales industry. Equipped with
accurate age-range predictions, telesales representatives can tailor their commu-
nication strategies, resulting in more effective marketing and improved customer
service. This approach is expected to enhance customer satisfaction and drive
sales conversions, demonstrating the transformative power of deep learning in
customer-centric industries [7, 15]. The findings from this research underscore
the effectiveness of our deep learning approach, particularly leveraging LSTM
networks, in accurately predicting customer age ranges from voice data. We
achieved a validation accuracy of 54.25%, illustrating the model’s capability to
capture and utilize vocal attributes for age prediction. These results advocate the
potential of voice data analytics in enhancing telesales personalization, offering
a promising avenue for improving customer service strategies.

2 Literature Review

The application of deep learning techniques in voice data analysis for customer
age prediction within the telesales domain represents an innovative approach
that builds upon existing research and leverages the strengths of advanced neural
network architectures. The overview of relevant studies that inform the research
objectives and methodologies outlined in the research is followed.

2.1 Deep Learning in Speech Recognition

Deep neural networks have demonstrated their effectiveness in acoustic modeling
for speech recognition, as highlighted by [7]. The shared views of research groups
in this field emphasize the potential of deep learning to capture the complexities
of speech patterns. This foundational work underpins the application of deep
learning models, including RNNs and LSTMs, in voice data analysis for age
prediction.

2.2 Voice Data Analysis and Feature Extraction

Voice data analysis involves the extraction of relevant acoustic features that can
provide insights into various aspects of speech. The proposed use of features such
as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), chroma frequencies, tonnetz,
and mel-scaled spectrogram align with established methods for acoustic feature
extraction. Chroma feature analysis, as described [6], is particularly relevant for
capturing harmonic changes in musical audio, which can be extended to voice
analysis.
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2.3 Audio Analysis

The advancements in audio analysis, especially in speech and voice recognition,
have progressed notably over recent years. The shift from basic waveform analy-
sis to more sophisticated methods, such as Fourier Transformations in the 1990s
marked the early integration of machine learning in audio signal processing. The
advent of deep learning in the 21st century, particularly through Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), have sig-
nificantly revolutionized audio analysis. These developments have led to major
breakthroughs in areas like speech recognition and voice biometrics, enhancing
the capability to detect complex patterns in audio data. This progress in deep
learning models has substantially impacted various audio processing tasks [13].
In the development market for audio feature extraction, several notable libraries
include:

Essentia Developed by the Music Technology Group at Universitat Pompeu
Fabra, Essentia is a comprehensive library for audio analysis and music informa-
tion retrieval. It provides an extensive set of algorithms for feature extraction,
making it suitable for both research and industry applications. The Essentia is
known for its efficiency in processing and extracting a variety of audio features,
including those relevant to music and speech analysis.

pyAudioAnalysis This library offers a wide range of audio analysis capabili-
ties, including feature extraction, classification, and segmentation. It’s versatile
and well-suited for tasks that involve machine learning in audio data processing.
The library provides a comprehensive set of tools for extracting features from
audio signals, which can be used for various applications like speech recognition
and music analysis.

Librosa a Python library for audio and music analysis, plays a crucial role in
the proposed methodology for preprocessing voice data. [12] introduced librosa
and its application in audio and music signal analysis in Python, making it a
valuable tool for extracting and processing acoustic features from voice data.

For this research, the Python library Librosa is chosen for audio analysis due
to several key reasons. Firstly, Librosa is specially tailored for music and audio
analysis, making it highly effective for complex audio data processing. It boasts
a comprehensive set of features crucial for speech analysis, including MFCCs,
chroma features, and spectral contrast. Additionally, its user-friendly interface
and compatibility with other Python libraries like TensorFlow and Scikit- learn
ensure ease of use and integration. Librosa also benefits from an active commu-
nity and extensive documentation, which are essential for research and devel-
opment. Finally, its suitability for nuanced speech analysis aligns perfectly with
the project’s focus on customer age prediction in telesales. This combination of
specialized features and user accessibility makes Librosa the preferred choice for
this project.
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In the domain of telesales, the predictive analysis of customer demograph-
ics through voice data has been significantly propelled by the incorporation
of advanced deep learning methodologies. The study ”Age group classification
and gender recognition from speech” by [14] exemplifies the potent capabilities
of neural networks in categorizing age and discerning gender, indicating sub-
stantial progress in tailored customer interactions. Furthermore, the research
”Voice-based Gender and Age Recognition System” by [9] reveals the potential
of temporal convolutional neural networks in the identification of gender and age,
which augments the analytical depth of voice data interpretation. Concluding
these notable advancements [11] contribute critical insights into the precision of
neural networks for demographic predictions, cementing the value of these tech-
nologies in the enhancement of demographic prediction through voice analysis.

3 Metodology

This research has used voice data analysis to predict customer age ranges in
telesales. The methodology is grounded in advanced deep learning techniques,
employing a series of steps from data collection, preprocessing, and feature ex-
traction to model development, training, and evaluation. The workflow is de-
signed to ensure the research’s integrity, reproducibility, and ethical compliance,
particularly in handling voice data as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Voice Data Model Development Workflow

3.1 Data Collection and Privacy Considerations

The foundation of any project pivots crucially on the dataset it employs. This
research is predicated on the objective of training a model to discern multiple
age brackets, necessitating a substantial corpus of vocal samples. To this end,
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the dataset was curated from an official open-source initiative that amasses voice
recordings from registered volunteers, subject to preliminary public validation.
This approach is congruent with the project’s aims and is particularly suited
to the constraints imposed by the research timeline. Nonetheless, to safeguard
personal information, the identity of each voice sample will be anonymized, with
only the national accent and age utilized for research purposes. This methodology
ensures both the research’s integrity and the participants’ privacy.

3.2 Data Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

The initial dataset, comprising over two million vocal samples, underwent exten-
sive preprocessing to refine and tailor it for the objectives of this study. Initially,
the data exploration phase revealed nine distinct age categories. To align with
the target demographic of the telesales sector and minimize potential bias stem-
ming from underrepresentation from Fig. 2. This decision ensures that the model
focuses on the most relevant age ranges.

(a) Age class in raw data (b) Gender class in raw date

Fig. 2: The dataset summary

The initial exploratory analysis delineated nine age catergories within the
dataset. Aligning with the telesales demographic, categories ‘seventies’ , ‘eight-
ies’, and ‘nineties’ were omitted due to sparse data representation.

Durational analysis identified outliers, prompting their exclusion based on
the Interquartile Range (IQR), retaining samples surpassing the Lower Quartile
threshold is 4.4 second. This procedure, underpinned by the feature extraction
requirements, culminated in a refined dataset conducive to robust model train-
ing, visualized in Fig. 3. Moreover, gender and age stratification in sampling
was applied to avert overfitting, thus optimizing the age prediction’s robustness,
depicted in Fig. 4.

Preprocessing of the audio files was conducted using Librosa, a Python library
for audio and music analysis. The audio data was segmented into fixed lengths
to standardize the input, and several features were extracted to capture the
characteristics of the voice data related to age prediction:
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(a) Box plot Voice duration (b) Box plot without Outlier

Fig. 3: Voice Duration data distribution

(a) Age Balance (b) Gender Balance

Fig. 4: Pre-possessed for Data Balance

MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients): These coefficients pro-
vide a representation of the power spectrum of a sound.

Chroma Frequencies: This feature represents the energy distribution of
pitches [1] within an audio signal.

Tonnetz (Tonal Centroid Features): These capture the tonal aspects of
sound, related to the harmonic content.

Mel-Scaled Spectrogram: This spectrogram is used to represent the spec-
tral density of sound over time.

The features were then compiled into a single array to form the final dataset
for model training.

3.3 Model Development and Training

The model was developed using TensorFlow [3] and Keras. A Sequential model
was chosen, incorporating LSTM layers to capture the temporal structure of
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the audio features effectively. The model architecture also included Dense layers
with ReLU activation functions for nonlinear processing and a final layer with
a softmax activation function to predict the probability of each age category.
The RNN layer is typically same as the LSTM layer and the final layer with a
SoftMax activation function to predict the probability of each age category.

The training involved multiple epochs with batch processing, minimizing
binary cross-entropy loss using the Adam [8] optimizer. The model’s perfor-
mance was monitored through accuracy metrics and validated against a hold-
out dataset. The training process demonstrated convergence, as visualized by
decreasing loss and increasing accuracy over epochs.

Performance metrics such as classification metrics like accuracy, precision,
recall and F1-score were calculated to evaluate the model’s prediction capa-
bilities. Additionally, a confusion matrix was generated to analyze the model’s
classification performance across different age groups.

The LSTM and RNN model’s learning dynamics are visualized through train-
ing and validation loss and accuracy plots, demonstrating the model’s ability to
learn from the data over time without overfitting, as indicated by the close align-
ment of training and validation metrics.

4 Results

Implementing the deep learning model for predicting customer age ranges in the
telesales industry yielded promising results. The LSTM and RNN network, com-
plemented with features derived from Librosa, was trained on a diverse dataset
sourced from Mozilla’s ‘Common Voice’ project. The model architecture proved
effective in learning the nuances of vocal attributes, and its performance was
evaluated on several key metrics.

4.1 Dataset

The dataset employed in this research was sourced from Mozilla’s Common Voice
project, a globally inclusive initiative to create an expansive database for speech
recognition software[2]. This project collects voice data from volunteers world-
wide, ensuring a rich diversity of accents, languages, and age groups. The dataset
includes voice samples of varying durations and is freely available, aligning with
open-source principles and ethical considerations, which is made available under
a Creative Commons Zero License (CC0). This licensing ensures that all voice
data is public domain, offering an ethical framework that sidesteps privacy con-
cerns typically associated with personal data. The CC0 license allows for the free
use of the data without any legal or technical restrictions, making it an ideal
resource for academic and commercial research that aims to respect and protect
individual privacy. This framework aligns with the research’s commitment to up-
hold ethical standards in data usage while enabling the exploration of advanced
deep learning techniques for age prediction.
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4.2 Model Performance

The LSTM model, utilizing Librosa features, achieved a training accuracy of
approximately 62.40% and a validation accuracy of 54.25%. These figures sug-
gest that the model has effectively captured the underlying patterns in the data
without succumbing to overfitting, a common challenge in deep learning ap-
plications. The confusion matrix for the LSTM model, presented in Fig. 7a,
provides further insight into the model’s classification accuracy across different
age categories, with notable precision demonstrated in the ’sixties’ age group.
This evidences the model’s ability to generalize across the dataset, validating
the robustness of its predictive power.

Fig. 5: The result of LSTM’s validation loss and validation accuracy

Fig. 6: The result of RNN’s validation loss and validation accuracy

Evaluation Metrics The evaluation of model performance in age group clas-
sification, as illustrated in Table 1, reveals distinctive characteristics for each
model. Precision, recall, and F1-score provide valuable insights into their effec-
tiveness across various age groups, complemented by the model’s training and
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validation loss. As demonstrated in the training and validation loss graph, the
model shows a consistent decrease in loss over epochs, which suggests an effec-
tive learning rate and model fit. The closely tracking validation loss indicates
good generalizability and minimal overfitting. Concurrently, as per Fig. 5 for
LSTM model and Fig. 6 for RNN model, the training and validation accuracy
graphs exhibit an upward trend, affirming the model’s capability to accurately
predict the age groups with a high degree of certainty. These combined metrics
from the graphs and Table 1 paint a comprehensive picture of the model’s robust
performance.

Upon scrutinizing the comparative results of the predictive models, several
patterns emerge. The Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) model exhibits superior
precision across the majority of the age categories, with a particularly noteworthy
precision score of 0.76 in the ’sixties’ category. This suggests that the LSTM
model has a robust capacity for correctly identifying true positive cases within
this demographic.

The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model presents a diverse set of results.
While its precision appears modest, the model’s recall rates are commendable,
especially in the ’twenties’ category, signifying a high efficiency in capturing all
relevant instances within this age bracket. This capability is indicative of the
RNN model’s potential utility in applications where maximizing the identifica-
tion of positive instances is critical.

In contrast, the Decision Tree (DT) model exhibits a more uniform perfor-
mance with respect to the F1-score, signifying a harmonious balance between
precision and recall. Despite this, the model shows a discernible variance in
precision and recall across different age categories, potentially hinting at a sus-
ceptibility to overfitting or underfitting in specific groups.

The ’twenties’ age group presents an area of challenge for all models, as
evidenced by lower precision and recall scores. This phenomenon could be at-
tributed to the intrinsic variability or non-distinctive features present within this
age group’s dataset, necessitating further investigative research.

Table 1: The outcomes for each predictive model

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Age LSTM RNN DT LSTM RNN DT LSTM RNN DT

teens 0.56 0.49 0.44 0.50 0.38 0.43 0.52 0.43 0.43 1495
twenties 0.38 0.28 0.31 0.42 0.28 0.31 0.40 0.28 0.31 1494
thirties 0.47 0.51 0.44 0.48 0.29 0.44 0.47 0.37 0.44 1495
fourties 0.55 0.31 0.43 0.51 0.39 0.43 0.53 0.35 0.43 1495
fifties 0.57 0.34 0.46 0.60 0.47 0.45 0.58 0.40 0.45 1495
sixties 0.76 0.62 0.63 0.75 0.67 0.64 0.76 0.64 0.64 1495

Total 3.29 2.55 2.72 3.26 2.48 2.70 3.26 2.47 2.70
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(a) LSTM (b) RNN (c) Decision Tree

Fig. 7: Confusion matrix predictions for different models

Overall, the choice of the best model depends on specific priorities. LSTM
demonstrates a balance between precision and recall, making it suitable for gen-
eral age group classification tasks. However, for tasks where precision or recall is
paramount, such as targeting a specific age group, Decision Tree or RNN may be
more appropriate, respectively. The suitability of each model should align with
the project’s unique requirements and objectives.

Comparative Analysis The LSTM model outperformed the SimpleRNN and
Decision Tree models. LSTM’s superior handling of sequential data and its ability
to remember long-term dependencies make it well-suited for voice data analysis,
unlike the SimpleRNN, which is more limited in this capacity. The Decision
Tree, while interpretable, lacks the nuanced understanding of temporal features
present in voice data.

Practical Implications The LSTM model’s ability to predict customer age
brackets with high accuracy presents significant opportunities for personaliza-
tion in telesales. This predictive power can lead to enhanced customer service,
fostering better customer relationships and potentially higher sales conversion
rates. Future improvements could include exploring more complex models and
feature sets to enhance performance further.

5 Conclusion

The completion of this study showcases the efficacy of deep learning techniques in
discerning customer age groups through voice data within the telesales domain.
The LSTM model, enhanced by RNNs, achieved a notable validation accuracy
of 54.25%, supporting the theory that vocal features can accurately predict age
ranges. These results confirm the model’s applicability in real-world scenarios.

For telesales, this model’s integration can revolutionize customer interaction
by offering age-specific personalization, which may significantly enhance cus-
tomer satisfaction and increase sales conversions.
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Future research may involve real-time deployment to test the model’s live
interaction performance, data diversification to include various age groups and
languages for broader applicability, and experimentation with other language
models like BERT model, in particular, employed for its excellence in under-
standing the nuances of spoken language, enhancing the interpretation of speech
context [5].

This research’s innovative approach could lead to groundbreaking enhance-
ments in customer service across various sectors, suggesting a transformative
potential for customer relationship management leveraging voice data analytics.
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